Investment Research Solutions
ACTIONABLE
INTEGRATED
STRUCTURED
Bridging the gap between research and investment decision-making
BCA’S Investment Research Solutions combine our world-class investment research, across
every asset class and region, with digital innovation to create a comprehensive research
frame-work, customizable to fit into any investment workflow.
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KEY BENEFITS
FF

Eliminate information overload to quickly find relevant research through intelligent search and a
customizable alerting engine.

FF

Quickly convert research to actionable insight to improve decisions.

FF

Secure, cloud synced content management from any device.

FF

Reduce regulatory risk through quantifying the value of research.

FF

Collaborate with colleagues through dedicated features such as
sharing and annotations, to enhance insight creation.

FF

Improved accessibility and transparency of research content and
recommendations through enhanced data visualisation.

FF

Access research on the go from mobile and tablet devices.

Our digital platform
takes advantage of the
latest digital technology,
reinventing how you
discover, manage and
interact with investment
research.

We follow a flexible implementation process to ensure our platform fits your investment approach:
UNDERSTAND

IMPLEMENT

REALIZE

ADAPT

EVOLVE

Our process starts
with you –
understanding
your investment
process, life-cycle,
requirements.

Following a
detailed analysis,
our team will
design a solution
that fits each user
or team’s investment research
requirements.

Following initial
implementation,
we provide
dedicated
training, focused
on core workflows
and needs.

Post-training, and
once core familiarity has been
established, our
team will follow
up to adapt the
solution based on
your feedback.

On a regular
basis, our account
management
team will ensure
you are fully
aware of any new
features

Contact one of our dedicated digital specialists to request a personalized demo and discover how
BCA Investment Research Solutions can improve your investment decision-making.
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